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Investments. Logistics. Trading



Why we are here



A month after beginning of the war World 
Food Program Executive Director David 
Beasley has warned that Russia's invasion 
of Ukraine risks turning "the breadbasket of 
the world to breadlines" 
for millions of people.
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Sunflower seeds Wheat Rapeseed

Ukraine produces as much as 50% the world’s sunflower 
seeds, 10% of its wheat and up to 15% of barley and rapeseed.
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Horonda Dry Port
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The location 
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The location

70km
The border with Romania 
in town of Dyakovo

0.3km
M-06 Kyiv-Chop highway

29km
The border with Hungary 
and Slovakia in town of 
Chop

145km
The nearest international 
airport is in town of  Kosice

52km
Uzhgorod (Airport)

286km
Lviv
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≈ 435 strikes
in Kyiv region
(250+in May 2023 alone)

≈ 90 strikes
in Odesa region

Only long-range cruise missiles and drones were accounted, as at 31 May 2023 14



Horonda project 
overview
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1 intermodal container 
terminal

2 grain elevator, 50k mt

3 poultry farm, poultry 
processing

4 processing of 
agricultural products

5 production of metal 
structures

6 production of wagons 
24 by 85 

7 offices 

8 storage

9 solar panels, 5 mw

10 residential buildings
Dry port

Industrial Park
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Who could benefit 
from the project
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We believe that our project is most 
attractive to those for whom:
Ukraine is a raw material supplier or
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Those who see Ukraine as a market for 
their products and want to relocate their 
production closer to the market.
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Additionally, our project is also appealing 
to logistics companies seeking logistical 
advantages in the region.



The resources



The resources. 2022

Salary Electricity Water

Ukraine, 
Zakarpattya

$445
The average salary is 
₴12,000 month ($445)

$0.173
The price per kw/h vat 
inc. in Horonda is ₴6,4 
($0.173), green energy  
is ₴4,99 ($0,13)

$0.37
The average price per 
cubic meter of water is 
₴10 ($0.37)

Hungary $619
The average salary is 
$619

$0,348
The average price per 
kw/h is $0,348

$1,23
The average price per 
cubic meter of water is 
$1,23



Technical data



Gas and water
Gas and water facilities are easy to 
assemble and ready to be implemented.

Electricity
• 8.5 hectares - dry port - 600 kw 
currently, expected to reach up to 2 mw, 
• 35 hectares 10 mw using a combined 
method from Strabichevo station and 
development of our own solar energy in 
the park.

Trains
Railroad network: the area and technical 
conditions of our project allow for the 
simultaneous operation of 40 Ukrainian 
and 46 European trains on the territory.

Connection
High-way Chop-Kyiv direct connection
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Technical data
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Solar power station project (#9) spans 10 
hectares near an industrial park and 
intermodal port. 

It offers competitive green energy rates 
and tax benefits for residents.
The project holds potential as an individual 
investment venture tailored for investors 
with a relevant profile to consider.



Privileges for 
residents



Privileges for residents
10-year income tax 
exemption

Full or partial 
compensation of interest 
rates for loans related to: 
Arranging and conducting 
business activities.

Provision of 
non-repayable funds for: 
Park development and 
Construction of adjacent 
infrastructure facilities.

Compensation of expenses 
for connection to 
engineering and 
transportation networks.

Property tax benefits. VAT exemption for the 
importation of new 
equipment.

Customs duty exemption 
for new equipment.

Property tax exemption for 
industrial buildings
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Residents



The refining of sunflower 
oil and the subsequent 
bottling and packaging of 
the final products.

Poultry farming, 
processing, and freezing of 
poultry products.

Agro-processing 
companies.

Flour mills and 
complimentary 
businesses.
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Residents



The construction and 
customization of 
warehouses according to 
the specific needs and 
requirements of their 
clients.

The processing, packaging, 
and production of various 
berry products.

The manufacturing of 
metal structures as well as 
those involved in metal 
processing.
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Residents



horonda@nsv.group

Please, scan the QR code to receive the 
presentation.

Feel free to contact us, regardless of your 
interests: whether it's setting up your 
production, 
investing in the industrial park as a whole, 
establishing a solar power plant, or sharing 
your own ideas.



33Signore e signori, grazie per l'attenzione!


